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1. During oblique visually guided saccades,the peak velocity
of eachcomponentis reducedfrom what it would be for a purely
horizontal or vertical saccadeof the sameamplitude,and the durations of the componentsare prolonged.We testedpredictionsof
two competing accountsof the neural basisof this “component
stretching’’ phenomenon.Using a recent experimentalapproach,
we electrically stimulatedsitesin the monkey superiorcolliculus
(SC) immediatelyafter either vertical or horizontal visually guided
saccades.
Undertheseconditions,the amplitudeof onecomponent
(correspondingto the direction of the precedingmovement,horizontal or vertical) of the stimulation-evokedsaccadevariessystematically, while the amplitudeof the other component( “constantamplitude component’’ ) remains essentially constant. These
changesin saccademetrics occur even though both the locus and
parametersof collicular stimulationare fixed.
2. As with visually guided saccades,the peak velocity of the
constant-amplitudecomponentin stimulation-evokedsaccadesdecreasedwith increasingamplitudeof the orthogonal component,
while the duration of the constant-amplitudecomponentincreased
with orthogonal amplitude. The component stretching effect in
thesestimulation-evokedsaccadeswasqualitatively indistinguishable from componentstretching in metrically matched, visually
guidedmovements.Yet, unlike visually guidedsaccades,
the locus
of stimulation-inducedactivity was fixed from one stimulationevoked saccadeto the next.
3. Thereforecomponentstretchingin stimulation-evokedoblique
saccadesdoesnot dependon the locus of activity in the collicular
motor map. Theseresultsare inconsistentwith the predictionsof
commonsourcemodelsof componentstretching,but areconsistent
with cross-couplingmodels.We discussthe presentresultsin the
context of a new interpretationof collicular interaction with downstreamsaccadiccontrollers.

INTRODUCTION

Saccades are rapid, conjugate eye movements that redirect
the line of sight. Both the peak velocity and duration of
horizontal saccades increase monotonically with amplitude
(Bahill et al. 1975; Baloh et al. 1975; Collewijn et al. 1988a;
Robinson 1964) in the stereotyped “main sequence’ ’ relationships (for an illustration of the phenomenon, see Fig.
4). These differences in horizontal peak velocity and duration are encoded by the activity of excitatory burst neurons
(EBNs) in the paramedian pontine reticular formation
(PPRF) (for reviews, see Fuchs et al. 1985; Raphan and
Cohen 1978). Horizontal EBNs discharge a vigorous burst
of activity immediately before and during ipsiversive saccades. Their peak rate of discharge is tightly related to horizontal peak velocity, and their burst duration to saccade
duration ( Keller 1974; Luschei and Fuchs 1972; Van Gisber582
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gen et al. 198 1) . Furthermore, bilateral lesions of the rostra1
PPRF eliminate horizontal saccades (Henn et al. 1984)) and
unilateral electrical stimulation of the PPRF produces conjugate horizontal movements (Cohen and Komatsuzaki 1972).
These and other behavioral and physiological observations
led Robinson and colleagues (Robinson 1975; Van Gisbergen et al. 198 1; Zee et al. 1976) to propose a local-feedback
model of horizontal saccadic control. Figure 1A illustrates
salient features of a conservative modification of that model
(Jtirgens et al. 198 1) . A feedback signal representing horizontal displacement during the current saccade (current displacement: CD) is subtracted from a reference signal of
horizontal desired displacement (DD) at a comparator
(COMP) . The difference is dynamic motor error (ME), the
remaining distance the eyes must rotate to reach the saccadic
goal. EBNs generate a saccadic velocity command as a high
gain, exponential function of the motor error signal from the
comparator (solid exponential curve under “EBN”).
A
copy of this velocity-related command is integrated by a
displacement integrator (DI) to provide the negative feedback signal to the comparator. The EBN burst drives the eyes
until current displacement matches desired displacement and
motor error returns to zero. This model successfully reproduces the essentials of horizontal saccadic behavior (e.g.,
Jtirgens et al. 1981; Zee et al. 1976; Zee and Robinson
1979), including the main sequence relationships ( Robinson
1975).
Main sequence relationships similar to those for horizontal
saccades subsequently were observed for vertical saccades
(Becker and Jtirgens 1990; Collewijn et al. 1988b; Yee et
al. 1985). Furthermore, an EBN population dedicated to
the control of vertical saccades has been identified in the
mesencephalic reticular formation (Biittner et al. 1977; Btittner-Ennever and Buttner 1978; Btittner-Ennever et al. 1982;
King and Fuchs 1979)‘) although this population of cells
may also be involved in the control of torsional movements
(Crawford and Vilis 1992; Henn et al. 1989; Hepp et al.
1988; Vilis et al. 1989). These observations raise the possibility that a local feedback controller could also account for
vertical saccades.
Situated one or two synapses upstream from the horizontal
and vertical premotor circuitry (Keller 1979; Moschovakis
et al. 1988; Moschovakis and Highstein 1994; Rayboum
and Keller 1977), the superior colliculus ( SC) encodes the
saccadic desired displacement vector (or desired horizontal
and vertical displacements) by the location of neural activity
in a motor map (Robinson 1972). Electrical stimulation at
each site in the map elicits saccades with stereotyped hori-
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FIG. 1. Model of saccadic local-feedback controller and interaction with superior colliculus (SC). A : elements within
dashed box labeled Controller illustrate the essential features of Robinson’s model of horizontal saccadic control (Robinson
1975 ) , modified to operate in eye displacement coordinates (Jurgens et al. 1981) rather than the original eye position
coordinates. Current displacement of the eyes (CD) is subtracted from desired displacement (DD) at a comparator (COMP) .
The difference is motor error (ME). Excitatory burst neuron (EBN) discharge rate, B, is a saturating exponential function
of the motor error signal from the comparator [B = B,( 1 - e -me’b) ; solid curve within EBN box]. The resulting velocity
command drives the eyes for the duration of the saccade. A copy of the command is mathematically integrated by the
displacement integrator (DI), which in turn, provides the current displacement signal to the comparator. The SC locus
provides the desired displacement reference signal to the comparator. B: the controller is similar to the one in A. In this
model, however, the SC provides 2 signals to the controller: the locus of activity codes the desired displacement signal, as
in A; the level of collicular activity influences the asymptotic burst rate (B,) of the EBN exponential function (illustrated
by the family of curves in the EBN box).

zontal and vertical displacements (e.g., Robinson 1972;
Schiller and Stryker 1972); and saccade-related burst neurons at different collicular loci discharge most vigorously
before and during saccades with particular horizontal and
vertical amplitudes (for review, Sparks and Mays 1990). As
illustrated in Fig. 1A, this collicular place-code of desired
displacement could provide the required reference signal to
a comparator downstream (Jtirgens et al. 198 1; Sparks and
Mays 1981).
Because the controller depicted in Fig. 1A requires only
desired displacement input to generate normometric saccades with appropriate peak velocities and durations, it is
perhaps surprising that the level of collicular activity influences saccadic peak velocity (in monkey: Hikosaka and
Wurtz 1985; Lee et al. 1988; Schiller et al. 1980; Stanford

et al. 1993; T. R. Stanford, E. G. Freedman, and D. L.
Sparks, unpublished observations; Freedman et al. 1996; in
barn owl: Du Lac and Knudsen 1990; in cat: Pare et al.
1994). In monkey, both temporary inactivation (Hikosaka
and Wurtz 1985; Lee et al. 1988) and permanent lesions
(Schiller et al. 1980; Wurtz and Goldberg 1972) of the SC
produce substantial reductions in saccadic peak velocity.
Furthermore, when saccades are evoked by electrical stimulation at sites in the monkey SC, the frequency of stimulation
systematically influences saccadic peak velocity even while
saccade amplitude is unaffected (Stanford et al. 1993; Freedman et al. 1996; Stanford et al., unpublished observations).
Therefore activity in the SC motor map can influence peak
velocity independently of its specification of the desired displacement vector: the locus of activity encodes desired dis-
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placement, and the level of activity influences peak velocity.
Although no external velocity signal is required by the
downstream controller in Fig. 1A, we propose that the level
of collicular activity could readily influence peak velocity
by scaling the gain with which EBNs compute a velocity
command from motor error (Fig. 1 B; arrow designated EBN
“GAIN” ) . That scaling effect on EBN gain (or more specifically, on the EBN asymptotic burst rate, B,) is represented pictorially in Fig. 1 B by the family of scaled exponential curves in the EBN box (see DISCUSSION
for a more
detailed account of this model).
Because most sites in the SC motor map encode oblique
saccades, the vectorial desired displacement signal from the
SC must be decomposed into horizontal and vertical desired
displacement signals appropriate for the component comparators. But, for oblique saccades with unequal component
amplitudes, concomitant activation of independent horizontal and vertical controllers would result in saccade components with unequal durations (Becker and Jtirgens 1990;
Van Gisbergen et al. 1985). In fact, peak velocities and
durations are not controlled independently for the components of oblique saccades (in cat: Evinger et al. 198 1; Guitton and Mandl 1980; in monkey: King et al. 1986; Van
Gisbergen et al. 1985; in human: Becker and Jtirgens 1990).
Rather, the peak velocity of the smaller component is reduced from what it would be for a purely vertical or horizontal saccade of the same amplitude. Consequently, the
duration of the smaller component is prolonged to match
more closely the duration of the larger component (King et
al. 1986; Van Gisbergen et al. 1985). In general, when a
constant amplitude in one component is paired with a range
of increasing amplitudes in the orthogonal component, the
peak velocity of the first decreases monotonically, whereas
its duration increases monotonically (see Fig. 5 for examples
of these relationships). Furthermore, these differences in
peak velocity and duration reflect differences in the discharge of the EBNs that drive the smaller component: the
EBN burst is reduced in firing rate and extended in duration
(King and Fuchs 1979).
The neural basis of component stretching is not fully understood. Two competing explanations have been offered.
First, it has been suggested that the SC provides a common
velocity signal from which appropriate horizontal and vertical velocity commands are derived (Smit et al. 1990; Sparks
and Mays 1990; Van Gisbergen and Van Opstal 1989; Van
Opstal and Kappen 1993). By this ‘ ‘common source’ ’ account, sites in the collicular motor map representing different
saccade directions (i.e., different ratios of horizontal and
vertical amplitude) provide appropriately weighted signals
to downstream sites that code horizontal and vertical velocity. Although the particular implementation
of the common
source account is not critical for this study,’ Fig. 2A illustrates in broad strokes how such a scheme could work. The
horizontal and vertical controller boxes in Fig. 2 each represent the controller depicted in Fig. 1 B. Shaded circles in the
schematic SC map indicate two loci on an isohorizontal
’ The common source model described in the INTRODUCTION
is substantively different from earlier common source models ( Smit et al. 1990; van
Gisbergen et al. 1985 ) . The reasons for presenting the model in Fig. 2A
will become apparent in the DISCUSSION (see Common source models), as
will the details of other common source models.

amplitude contour: one locus specifies a purely horizontal
desired displacement of lo”, the other specifies an oblique
desired displacement with a 10’ horizontal component and
an 18Overtical component. Although these two sites provide
the same 10’ desired displacement signal (not shown) to
the horizontal controller, they signal different gains to the
horizontal EBNs (in the sense of Fig. 1B). The collicular
site specifying the purely horizontal loo movement signals
a higher EBN gain (thicker line to the horizontal controller)
than does the site specifying the oblique movement (thinner
line to the horizontal controller). Thus, although the horizontal EBNs operate on the same dynamic motor error signal
for both movements, they compute velocity from motor error
with different gains (for a related concept, see Tweed and
Vilis 1985).
As stated, a large body of evidence demonstrates that
collicular locus encodes desired displacement, and that collicular level systematically influences peak velocity. By the
collicular common source account, locus also determines
the decomposition of a common velocity signal into the
appropriate ratio of component velocity signals. In terms of
the scheme depicted in Figs. 1B and 2A, the influence of
collicular level on the gains of the horizontal and vertical
EBNs is weighted according to the locus in the SC map, thus
determining the gain ratio required to produce appropriate
component stretching.
In an alternative approach, component stretching is
achieved by cross-coupling horizontal and vertical controllers downstream from the colliculus (Becker and Jtirgens
1990; Grossman and Robinson 1988). In the generic crosscoupling scheme illustrated in Fig. 2B, the level of collicular
activity still influences the gain with which horizontal and
vertical EBNs compute velocity from motor error, but the
locus of activity does not encode the ratio of those gains to
achieve component stretching. Rather, interactions between
the downstream controllers produce the appropriate ratio of
horizontal and vertical EBN discharge. Again, the particular
implementation
of the cross-coupling account is not critical
(see DISCUSSION
for further details of cross-coupling models). In the context of this study, what is significant about
cross-coupling models is that they achieve component
stretching independently of the locus of collicular activity.
The common source and cross-coupling accounts of component stretching are difficult to distinguish experimentally.
The common source account holds that collicular locus determines the degree of component stretching; the cross-coupling account holds that the degree of component stretching
in one component is determined by the level of activity in
the orthogonal brain stem circuitry. In general, however, for
a saccade with given horizontal and vertical amplitudes, peak
velocities and durations, the locus of activity in the SC motor
map is tightly correlated with a particular pattern of activity
in the horizontal and vertical premotor circuitry. For example, the five visually guided saccades displayed in Fig. 5A
were produced by five different sites in the collicular motor
map that specify the same horizontal, but different vertical,
desired displacements. They were also produced by different
levels of activity in horizontal and vertical premotor circuitry. But if five saccades with these same horizontal and
vertical amplitudes could be produced without changing the
locus of activity in the SC, then collicular locus would be
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FIG. 2. Depiction of 2 competing accounts of
the neural basis for component stretching. A : common source account. A schematic collicular motor
1 map is illustrated with isoamplitude (latitude) and
isodirection (longitude) lines indicated. Two sites
(shaded circles) in the map are shown that code
the same horizontal desired displacement, but different vertical desired displacements. One codes
a purely horizontal movement of lo”, whereas the
other codes a movement with a 10” horizontal
component and an 18” vertical component. Although these sites both provide a 10” desired displacement signal (not shown) to the horizontal
controller (like the controller in Fig. lB), they
signal different gains to the horizontal EBNs (represented by the thickness of the lines projecting
to the horizontal controller). In terms of the model
in Fig. l& the purely horizontal site sets a high
asymptotic firing rate in the horizontal EBNs
(thicker line to the horizontal controller). The
oblique site, by contrast, sets a low asymptotic
firing rate (thinner line to the horizontal controller) . B : cross-coupling account. The same 2 sites
in the SC are indicated. Both sites signal the same
gain to the horizontal EBNs. Component stretching is achieved downstream from the SC by interactions between the horizontal and vertical controllers ( indicated by ‘ ‘inhibitory’ ’ lines between
the 2 controller boxes ) .
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dissociated from particular patterns of discharge in the hori- preach, Nichols and Sparks ( 1995) were able to vary the
zontal and vertical premotor circuitry. Under these circumamplitude of just one component of stimulation-evoked
sacstances, the common source account predicts that the peak cades over a wide range, whereas the amplitude of the other
velocity and duration of the horizontal (constant-amplitude)
component was not significantly altered (Nichols and Sparks
component will be the same for all five movements, because 1994). In this experimental manipulation, a constant amplithe locus of activity in the collicular motor map is constant tude in one component of stimulation-evoked
saccades can
from one saccade to the next. Different degrees of compobe paired with widely disparate amplitudes in-the orthogonal
nent stretching can only occur if different SC loci are active. component without changing the locus of activity in the SC
The cross-coupling account, by contrast, predicts that the motor map.2 (A more detailed account of this experimental
paradigm and a theoretical interpretation of the effect are
peak velocity of the horizontal component will be influenced
provided in METHODS
and DIS&JSSION.)
by the level of activity in the vertical premotor circuitry,
These are precisely the experimental conditions under
despite the fixed locus in the SC map. If the vertical controller generates a large component with high peak velocity, then which the common source and cross-coupling accounts make
very different predictions. Because the locus and level of
horizontal peak velocity will be lower than if the vertical
stimulation-induced
collicular activity are fixed from one
controller is inactive (i.e., if the saccade is purely horistimulation-evoked
saccade to the next, the common source
zontal).
account predicts that the constant-amplitude component will
Just as with visually guided saccades, saccades evoked
display constant peak velocity and duration, despite widely
by electrical stimulation of specific SC sites normally display
highly stereotyped vertical and horizontal trajectories (e.g., differing amplitudes of the orthogonal component. The
Robinson 1972; Schiller and Stryker 1972). However, when cross-coupling account predicts that the peak velocity and
component will reflect
collicular stimulation occurs during or immediately after a duration of the constant-amplitude
self-generated saccade, the stimulation-evoked
saccade deviates systematically from the vector usually specified by the
2 The assumption that the locus (as well as the level) of activity in the
site of stimulation (Kustov and Robinson 1995; Nichols and SC motor map does not change from one stimulation-evoked saccade to
Sparks 1994, 1995; Schlag-Rey et al. 1989). In one ap- ‘the next will be considered in detail in the DISCUSSION.
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the magnitude of the orthogonal component. We tested these
predictions.
METHODS

Surgery and training
Data were obtained from two adult, female rhesusmonkeys
(Macaca mulatta). Two sterile surgical procedureswere performed on each animalunder isofluraneanesthesia.In the first, a
scleralsearchcoil (Fuchs and Robinson1966;Judgeet al. 1980)
and head restraint fixture were implanted. After training, a 15
mm-diamcraniotomy was centered over the intersection of the
midsagittalplane andthe interauralline. A stainlesssteelcylinder
for a hydraulic microdrive was attached to the skull above the
craniotomy. The cylinder was sealedwith a replaceableTeflon
plug. All surgicaland experimentalprotocolswere in accordance
with the National Institutesof Health Guide for the Care and Use
of Laboratory Animals and were approved by the University of
PennsylvaniaAnimal Care and Use Committee.

Stimulating

and recording sessions

D. L. SPARKS

saccadedependedsystematically on the amplitude of the initial
movement.
Figure 3 schematicallysummarizesthese results. Considera
collicular site(shadedcircle in Fig. 3A) that specifiesa 45” oblique
saccadewith a 10” upwardcomponentanda 10” rightward component. Stimulationof this site typically will producea fixed-vector,
45’ obliquesaccade(Fig. 3B, solid obliquearrow). But if stimulation immediately follows an upward visually guided saccade(upward gray arrow), the upward component of the stimulationevoked saccadewill be reduced in amplitude (rightward gray
arrow). If the stimulation-evokedsaccadefollows an initial downward movement(downward dashedarrow), then its upwardcomponent will be increasedin amplitude (oblique dashedarrow).
These changesin amplitude in the vertical componentwill be
directly proportional to the amplitudeand direction of the preceding visually guided saccade.The horizontal amplitudewill be essentially unaffected (Nichols and Sparks 1994). Had thesetwo
stimulation-evokedsaccades(gray rightward arrow and dashed
oblique arrow) beenvisually guided,two very different collicular
siteswould have been active (indicated by dashedcircles in Fig.
3A). By the commonsourceaccount, theseare the only two sites
in the collicular map that could produce appropriatecomponent
stretching in the two saccades.Nichols and Sparks(1995) offer
an interpretationthat readily accountsfor thesechangesin saccade
metricswithout any correspondingchangein the output of the SC

During experimentalsessions,animalswere placed in two 23kHz sinusoidallyoscillatingmagneticfields arrangedin spatialand
phasequadrature.The headwas fixed, and the current inducedin (see DISCUSSION).
the scleral searchcoil by the magneticfields provided a measure
of horizontal andvertical eye position with a sensitivity of <0.25” SPECIFIC EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN. Three trial types were used
(Fuchs and Robinson 1966). During data collection, horizontal to test the predictionsof the commonsourceand cross-coupling
and vertical eye position signalswere sampledat 500 Hz. Visual accountsdescribedin the INTRODUCTION.
Control stimulation trials. Animals fixated an initial target for
targetswere presentedon a tangentscreenwith a computer-driven
8001,200 ms. Either 50 or 70 ms after the fixation light was
lasergalvanometersystem.Target locationswere correctedon-line
extinguished, but before any movement could occur, electrical
for tangent screenerror.
For stimulatingand recording sessions,a hydraulic microdrive stimulationwasappliedto the SC, producinga saccade.A variable
wasfixed to a Kopf x-y micropositionermountedon the animal’s time after the stimulation-evokedsaccade,a secondvisual target
recording cylinder and was used to advance electrodesinto the appearedin a randomly selectedlocation, and the animalwasrebrain. A 21-gaugesyringe needle,into which the tungsten-steel warded for looking to that target.
Visual trials. Animals fixated an eccentric initial target for a
parylene-insulatedelectrode (Microprobe) was withdrawn, was
usedto pierce the dura. Physiological signalswere amplified and variable period and then received a rewardfor looking to a briefly
the extincfiltered (bandpassof 200-4,000 Hz) to exclude signalsof the presentedcentral target. In someexperimentalsessions,
magneticfield. The electrodewasadvanceduntil multiunit saccade- tion of the fixation light andthe illumination of the target occurred
relatedactivity wasfound. The electrodetip wasalways placedin simultaneously.In others, the target and the fixation light were
intermediatelayersof the SC basedon two criteria: saccade-related both illuminated for a variable period (500-700 ms) before the
dischargewaspresentin the multiunit activity and saccades
could extinction of the fixation light cued the animalto look to the target
be evoked with low-thresholdelectrical stimulation ( <20 PA). location. The target light was extinguished as the eyes left an
Once a site had been selected,stimulationparameterswere set at electronically defined fixation window. In either case,the target
either 400 or 500 cathodal pulsesper secondat either 40 or 50 light wasextinguishedbefore the animalacquiredthe target posiPA. Pulsewidth was0.5 ms. The duration of the stimulationtrain tion.
Visual/stimulation trials. Thesetrials were exactly like visual
was setbetween50 and 100ms, dependingon the amplitudeand
durationof the saccadenormally elicited from the site underinves- trials except that at the end of the saccadeto the location of the
tigation (Stanford et al. 1993; Freedmanet al. 1996; Stanford et brief visual target, stimulationwas appliedto the SC. Stimulation
(al.,unpublishedobservations).Once set at the beginning of an onset was locked to the eyes entering an electronically defined
experimental session,stimulation parameterswere fixed for the window (~2.5”) aroundthe target position and occurred after a
remainderof the session.
delay of 0, 5, or 10 ms. Stimulation-inducedmovementsbegan
only after visually guidedmovementsendednear the location of
the
extinguishedtarget. Becausethe target light wasalwaysextinExperimental design
guishedbefore the eyes arrived in the target window, there was
GENERAL PARADIGM.
In the experimental paradigm used by never a visual stimulusfor the animal to fixate when electrical
Nichols and Sparks( 1995) , animalsmadehorizontal or vertical stimulationwasapplied.Furthermore,becausestimulation-evoked
visually guidedsaccades
from eccentricfixation lightsto a centrally saccadesalways began from roughly the sameorbital position,
located target light. Immediately after each visually guided sac- differential effects of orbital position on saccadeamplitude,direccade,electricalstimulationwas appliedto a fixed site in the supe- tion, velocity, and duration were minimized.
rior colliculus. When the initial visually guided movement was
Once a stimulationsite was selectedin the intermediatelayers
horizontal,the amplitudeof the horizontal componentof the stimu- of the SC (seeStimulating and recording sessions),the site was
lation-evoked saccadedependedsystematicallyon the amplitude characterizedwith the useof Stimulation Trials in which no sacof the initial movement.When the initial movementwas vertical, cadesprecededSC stimulationfor at least800 ms(i.e., the fixation
the amplitudeof the vertical componentof the stimulation-evoked interval was at least 800 ms). Electrical stimulation of the SC
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FIG. 3. Schematic summary of the results of Nichols and Sparks ( 1994, 1995 ) . A : a schematic collicular motor map is
illustrated with isoamplitude (latitude) and isodirection (longitude) lines indicated. An electrode is shown with its tip at a
collicular site ( shaded circle) coding an oblique saccade with a 10” horizontal component. B : solid arrow represents the
saccade that normally would be evoked by electrical stimulation of the site in A. After a downward visually guided saccade
(downward dashed arrow), the vertical amplitude of the stimulation-evoked saccade (oblique dashed arrow) is increased.
After an upward visually guided saccade (upward gray arrow) the vertical amplitude of the stimulation-evoked saccade is
reduced (rightward gray arrow). Dashed circles in A represent sites in the SC motor map that would have been active for
these 2 stimulation-evoked saccades (rightward gray arrow and oblique dashed arrow) had they been visually guided. Instead,
a single stimulation site is active, despite the widely disparate metrics of the stimulation-evoked saccades.

under theseconditionsproducedsaccadeswith highly stereotyped
trajectories.It was assumedthat the horizontal andvertical amplitudesof thesemovementsprovided estimatesof the desiredhorizontal and vertical displacementsignalscodedby the stimulation
site.
After the site had been characterized,the goal was to obtain
stimulation-evokedsaccades
with a constantamplitudein onecomponentpaired with a large range of amplitudesin the orthogonal
component.As describedaboveand in the INTRODUCTION,
Visual/
Stimulation Trials permitted the systematicmanipulation of the
amplitudeof one componentof stimulation-evokedsaccadeswithout substantiallyinfluencing the amplitudeof the other. In “horizontal” data sets,the horizontal componentamplitude was held
constant; in ‘ ‘vertical’ ’ data sets,vertical componentamplitude
washeld constant.Visual/Stimulation Trials were randomly interleaved with Visual Trials. Stimulation occurred on -4O-50% of
the trials. With the useof Visual Trials, visually guided saccades
subsequentlywere obtained that closely matched the direction,
amplitude,and initial orbital position of thesestimulation-evoked
saccades.Matched visually guided movementswere usually obtained during the sameexperimentalsessionas the stimulationevokedmovements,but occasionallyduring a later session.These
dataprovided a benchmarkfor interpretingthe componentstretching resultsin stimulation-evokedsaccades.
By pairing the constant-amplitudecomponentof stimulationevoked saccades
with widely differing amplitudesof the orthogonal component,the relationship between the peak velocity and
duration of the constant-amplitudecomponentandthe amplitude
of the orthogonalcomponentcould be analyzed. The sameanalysisof peak velocity and duration of the constant-amplitudecomponent wasperformedfor matchedvisually guided saccades.Finally, the resultsfor the stimulation-evokedsaccadesand for the
matchedvisually guided saccadeswere compared.Becausethe
visually guided saccadesare known to be produced by activity
at different sitesin the SC, while the site and level of activity for
the stimulation-evokedsaccadesis held constant,this comparison

permits an assessment
of the role of the SC in producing component stretching.
Data analysis
The amplitude(in Fick coordinates),duration,andpeakvelocity
for the horizontal and vertical componentsof all visually guided
and stimulation-evokedsaccadeswere measured.In general,saccadeswere automaticallymarkedon the basisof objective velocity
criteria. Saccadeonsetand offset criteria were set at either 3O”/s
or 4O”/s but were consistentwithin each data set. The specific
criterion selecteddependedon its efficacy in producingsatisfactory
demarcationsof movementonsetand offset for eachdata set. On
sometrials, the objective criteria obviously failed (for example,
due to dynamic overshoot,or a sustainedpostsaccadicdrift), and
we demarcatedmovementonsetand offset by hand. In mostdata
sets,hand measurementwasrare but was more commonin a few
data sets.Becauseone of the movementparametersunder study,
saccadeduration, is very sensitiveto the exact measurementof
saccadeonsetand offset, hand measurementmight have become
a sourceof experimenterbias. However, the other movementparameter,saccadicpeak velocity, is entirely insensitiveto the exact
demarcationof saccadeonsetand offset. Furthermore,the effects
describedin RESULTS are so stereotyped,robust, and unambiguous
at the qualitative level that anyminor quantitativeeffectsthat might
have arisen due to hand measurementdo not interfere with the
theoreticalinterpretationof the data.
Data sets were selectedfor analysisbasedon the following
criteria. First, one componentof the stimulation-evokedsaccades
had to be relatively constant.Movements were selectedsuchthat
the range of amplitudesin one component(the “constant-amplitude” component)never exceeded2”; often the rangewasas low
as lo. In general,we selectedthe smallestrangethat still included
sufficient numbersof saccades
for statisticalanalysis(seebelow).
Second,two subsetswere selectedfrom thesemovementsbased
on the amplitudeof the orthogonalcomponent.One group of sac-
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cades had the largest orthogonal amplitudes, the other the smallest.
We arbitrarily chose a 4’ range (at most) of amplitudes in the
orthogonal component for each group. Thus each group consisted
of stimulation-evoked saccades with component amplitudes falling
within a 2 by 4” window. Third, the visually guided saccades that
were metrically matched to the two groups of stimulation-evoked
saccades exhibited statistically significant component stretching
(P < 0.05 in Student’s t-test). Fourth, there were at least 10
stimulation-evoked saccades for each of the two groups, permitting
a reasonably robust statistical assessment.
Once the two groups of stimulation-evoked saccades were selected, a Student’s t-test for independent samples (STATISTICA)
was used to identify statistically significant differences in the peak
velocities and durations of the constant-amplitude component in
the two groups. More sophisticated analyses of the component
stretching effect are available in the literature (e.g., Becker and
Jurgens 1990; King et al. 1986; Van Gisbergen et al. 1985). Our
goal was not to add to these detailed characterizations of the behavioral phenomenon, but to perform the simplest analysis that could
still provide unambiguous evidence for the presence or absence of
differential component stretching.
RESULTS

Data were collected at 16 collicular stimulation sites in
two animals. At some sites, both “vertical”
and “horizontal” data sets were collected, but at the majority of sites
only one or the other was collected. Twenty-two data sets
were obtained in total, 7 in one animal and 15 in the other.
In general, we found that for saccadesevoked by electrical
stimulation of a single site in the SC, the peak velocity of one
component (constant-amplitude) diminished with increasing
amplitude in the orthogonal component. The duration of the
constant-amplitude component was correspondingly prolonged. These differences in peak velocity and duration were
evident on a saccade-by-saccadebasis in the instantaneous
velocity traces of individual movements.
For expository purposes,Fig. 4 illustrates the well-known
main sequencerelationships for horizontal, visually guided
saccadesin one monkey. Both peak velocity and duration
increase monotonically with amplitude (Fig. 4, C and D).
Figure 5 illustrates the component stretching effect in
oblique visually guided saccadesfor one monkey. Peak velocity of the constant-amplitude (horizontal) component decreaseswith increasing amplitude of the orthogonal (vertical) component (Fig. 5C), whereas the duration of the constant-amplitude component increases (Fig. 5 D) . Thus the
peak velocity and duration of the horizontal component of
these oblique saccadescannot be predicted from the mainsequencerelationships for the horizontal saccadesin Fig. 4.
Figure 6 illustrates the component stretching effect in
stimulation-evoked saccades (the figure parallels Fig. 5).
Figure 6A plots the trajectories of four saccades evoked
by electrical stimulation of a single site in the SC (control
stimulation: 7.9’ horizontal, 6.4’ vertical). The four saccades
were produced by stimulation at this SC site immediately
after upward or downward visually guided saccades (not
shown) of varying amplitudes (see METHODS). These four
stimulation-evoked saccadeshave nearly identical horizontal
amplitudes ( -7”), but very different vertical amplitudes.
Figure 6B plots the instantaneous velocity of the horizontal
component for three of the movements (designated A, C, and
D). Despite the similarity in the amplitude of the horizontal
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component, horizontal peak velocities and durations clearly
differ for these three saccades. Just as with the visually
guided saccadesdisplayed in Fig. 5, the peak velocity of the
horizontal component decreaseswith increasing amplitude
of the vertical component. The duration of the horizontal
component increaseswith increasing vertical amplitude. The
area under these velocity curves, corresponding to horizontal
amplitude, is approximately constant. These correlations between vertical amplitude and horizontal duration and peak
velocity are further illustrated in Fig. 6, C and D, for a larger
number of saccades. It must be emphasized that aZZ these
saccadeswere evoked by electrical stimulation at a single
site in the collicular map using identical stimulation parameters. Yet, the relationships are strikingly similar to those for
the visually guided saccadesin Fig. 5, C and D.
The peak velocity and duration effects were highly stereotyped and robust on a saccade-by-saccade basis. Figure 7,
A-D, displays saccadeselicited from the same stimulation
site as in Fig. 6. Again, each stimulation-evoked movement
immediately followed a vertical visually guided movement
(not shown). Two groups of 10 stimulation-evoked saccades
were selected that were quite disparate in their vertical amplitudes, but that had nearly identical horizontal amplitudes
(mean horizontal amplitude for the 2 groups differed by
<0.5”). Each group of 10 saccadeswas then averaged, yielding the 2 instantaneous eye position trajectories (red and
blue) in Fig. 7A. Figure 7B displays the unaveraged instantaneous velocity traces for the horizontal component of all 20
saccades.The distributions of horizontal peak velocity and
duration for the nearly horizontal movements (red traces)
are completely nonoverlapping with the distributions of horizontal peak velocity and duration for the oblique saccades
(blue traces), despite the nearly constant horizontal amplitude. In Fig. 7C, each group of 10 velocity traces has been
averaged to produce 2 instantaneous velocity traces. On visual inspection alone, the effect is unambiguous. Component
stretching is present in these data. Figure 70 provides relevant statistics for these movements: meansand standard deviations for horizontal and vertical amplitudes, peak velocities, and durations. Despite the similarity of mean horizontal
amplitude for the two groups ( -6.5”), mean horizontal peak
velocity falls from 36O”/s when the vertical amplitude is
small, to 243”/s when vertical amplitude is large. Mean
horizontal duration increases from 31 to 39 ms.
Because all the saccadesin Fig. 7, A-D, were produced
by electrical stimulation at a single collicular site, it is instructive to compare the component stretching observed under these conditions with component stretching in matched
visually guided movements. Figure 7, E-H, displays visually guided saccadeswith vertical and horizontal component
amplitudes that closely match the component amplitudes of
the stimulation-evoked movements displayed in Fig. 7, AD. From a large body of previous work (for review, see
Sparks and Mays 1990)) it is well known that these visually
guided movements are produced by activity at very different
sites in the collicular motor map. In Fig. 7E, each trace
representsan average of 10 visually guided movements. The
mean horizontal amplitudes for the two groups are very
nearly the same and are also very similar to the mean horizontal amplitudes of the stimulation-evoked movements in
Fig. 7, A-D (-6.5”).
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FIG. 4. Illustration of the “main sequence” relationships between horizontal saccade amplitude, peak velocity, and
duration for visually guided saccades of one monkey. A: each instantaneous eye position trace is the average of 5 horizontal
saccades. Four different amplitudes are shown (-4, 8, 12, and 16”). Eye position was sampled at 500 Hz. B: averaged
instantaneous velocity traces corresponding to the averaged traces in A. Both peak velocity and duration increase with saccade
amplitude. These relationships are captured for a larger number of individual (unaveraged) movements in C and D. C: peak
velocity is plotted as a function of saccade amplitude. D: saccade duration is plotted as a function of amplitude.

Figure 7 F displays unaveraged instantaneous velocity
traces of the horizontal component for the 2 groups of 10
movements. These movements are somewhat less stereotyped in peak velocity and duration than their stimulationevoked counterparts. But the component stretching effect is
robust. Each trace in Fig. 7G represents the average of 1
group of 10 traces from Fig. 7 F. The component stretching
effect is obvious and is quite similar to the effect seen for
the stimulation-evoked
movements in Fig. 7, A-D. Figure
7H provides relevant statistics for the two groups of movements. The mean component amplitudes, peak velocities,
and durations for these visually guided movements are comparable with the corresponding values in Fig. 7 D. In particular, the changes in mean peak velocity and in mean duration
of the horizontal component are strikingly similar.
Table 1 summarizes the data from all collicular stimulation sites and contains information similar to that provided
in Fig. 7, D and H. Each row in the table contains data from
a single stimulation site. The constant-amplitude component
is indicated (H or V) after the site designation. At some
sites, both horizontal and vertical data sets were collected
and are presented in consecutive rows. For each data set,
two groups of movements were selected in which the amplitudes in one component were nearly the same, whereas the

amplitudes in the orthogonal component were disparate (see
METHODS
for details). A Student’s t-test was performed for
significant differences in the peak velocity and duration of
the constant-amplitude
component for the two groups of
movements. Highly significant changes in peak velocity and
duration of the fixed-amplitude component were observed.
For all but one data set, P < 0.005; for the other data set,
P = 0.05 (indicated with an asterisk in Table 1). For 17 of
the 22 data sets, significance reached the P < 0.0001 level
for both peak velocity and duration. In all data sets the mean
amplitude of the constant-amplitude component for the two
groups of saccades differed by ~0.8”. In 20 of 22 data sets,
the mean amplitudes differed by <0.5”.
Because component stretching appears to serve the purpose of better matching the duration of the smaller component of oblique saccades to the duration of the larger component, it is instructive to compare instantaneous velocity
traces across components. In Fig. 8, data from two different collicular sites are displayed. Figure 8, A and 23, displays the same data as in Fig. 7, A and C, except that
the averaged instantaneous velocity trace for the larger
vertical component has been superimposed. The thinner
trace (H,) in Fig. 8b is the averaged horizontal component
for the nearly horizontal movements; the thicker traces
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FIG. 5. Illustration of the component stretching effect in visually guided saccades of one monkey. A : instantaneous. vertical
position vs. horizontal position for 5 individual saccades with very similar horizontal amplitudes ( - 10”) and vertical
amplitudes ranging from 1 to 18”. The starting positions for the 5 movements have been aligned. Eye position was sampled
at 500 Hz. B: instantaneous velocity traces for the horizontal component of 3 of the 5 movements in A (designated A, C,
and E) . Despite nearly identical amplitudes of their horizontal components, the duration and peak velocity of those components
are clearly correlated with the amplitude of the vertical component. The larger the vertical component, the lower the peak
velocity of the horizontal component. Correspondingly, horizontal duration is prolonged. C: peak velocity of the horizontal
component is plotted as a function of the amplitude of the vertical component. The 5 saccades from A are indicated by filled
circles. D: horizontal duration is plotted as a function of vertical amplitude. Again, the 5 saccades from A are indicated by
filled circles.

are the averaged horizontal (&) and vertical ( Vb) components of the oblique saccades in Fig. 8A. The increase in
duration of the horizontal component when paired with
the larger vertical component clearly produces a closer
match to the duration of the larger vertical component.
Without component stretching, the horizontal component
would have been 9 ms shorter in duration than the vertical
component, as can be seen by comparing the average duration of the nearly horizontal movements (H,) to the average duration of the vertical component (Vb) of the oblique
movements. Figure 8, C and D, illustrates the same phenomenon for a different stimulation
site that produced
movements in a different quadrant. The component durations were more closely matched in the averaged movements shown in Fig. 8, than in some other data sets. However, component durations in visually guided saccades
frequently are not perfectly matched either (e.g., Becker
and Jtirgens 1990). In the stimulation-evoked
saccades in
this paradigm, the duration of the fixed-amplitude
component always changed to match more closely the duration
of the orthogonal component for all stimulation sites.

DISCUSSION

Two competing hypotheses of the neural basis of component
stretching have been proposed. By the cross-coupling account
(Becker and Jiirgens 1990; Grossman and Robinson 1988),
separate horizontal and vertical premotor circuitry directly interact to produce component stretching. During an oblique saccade
with a larger vertical component, for example, the vertical premotor circuitry acts to reduce the discharge rate of the horizontal
EBNs, thus reducing horizontal velocity. The horizontal feedback controller automatically prolongs the duration of the horizontal component to achieve the desired amplitude. By the common source account, on the other hand, different collicular loci
that code different saccade directions also signal different ratios
of horizontal and vertical EBN discharge rate. In common source
models, therefore, two saccades with different metrics can only
exhibit appropriate component stretching if they are produced by
activity at the appropriate collicular loci. Using an experimental
paradigm developed by Nichols and Sparks ( 1995) to investigate
other aspects of saccadic control, we tested predictions of these
two accounts.
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for 4 individual saccades with nearly constant horizontal amplitude ( -7”) paired with vertical amplitudes ranging from 1 to
14”. Starting positions for the movements have been aligned. Eye position was sampled at 500 Hz. B: instantaneous velocity
traces for the horizontal component of 3 of the 4 movements in A (designated A, C, and D). Although these 3 very different
saccades were produced by electrical stimulation at a single site in the collicular motor map, horizontal peak velocity and
duration depend on the amplitude of the orthogonal component. Horizontal peak velocity decreases with increasing vertical
amplitude, whereas horizontal duration increases with increasing vertical amplitude. These relationships are displayed in C
and D for a larger number of saccades.

Nichols and Sparks (1994, 1995)

Nichols and Sparks ( 1995) tested predictions of a onedimensional local feedback model similar to one proposed
by Jtirgens et al. ( 198 1) . According to this “displacement
model,’ ’ like the model in Fig. 1A, the saccadic velocity
command to the motoneurons terminates when the feedback
signal from an eye displacement integrator matches the desired displacement reference signal. As noted by Jtirgens et
al. ( 198 1) , the displacement integrator must be reset to zero
after each saccade in preparation for the next desired displacement command. Otherwise, any residual value on the
integrator from the previous saccade will be subtracted automatically from the next desired displacement command at
the comparator, producing amplitude errors. However, as
long as zeroing has occurred before the next saccade, the
process could result either from an immediate or from a
gradual resetting process.
Ordinarily, saccadic commands may occur with sufficient
temporal separation to obscure the resetting process of the
displacement integrator. But if zeroing is gradual and a desired displacement command were artificially injected immediately after a saccade, then the controller might be forced

to respond before or during the resetting of the putative
displacement integrator. Nichols and Sparks accomplished
such a manipulation by electrically stimulating sites in the
monkey SC immediately after either horizontal or vertical
visually guided saccades. Under these conditions, the displacement controller predicts systematic interactions between the amplitude and direction of the initial visually
guided saccade, and the amplitude and direction of the subsequent stimulation-evoked
saccade. Two general predictions
of the displacement model were formulated. First, when
stimulation occurs at a fixed time during the gradual discharge of the displacement integrator, the amplitude of the
stimulation-evoked
movement will depend linearly on the
amplitude of the preceding visually guided movement. Second, the amplitude of the stimulation-evoked movement will
gradually approach the desired amplitude as the new command arrives later in the discharge period of the displacement integrator.
These predictions were confirmed. When collicular stimulation followed either a horizontal or a vertical saccade, the
amplitude of the corresponding component (horizontal or
vertical) of the stimulation-evoked
saccade depended systematically on the amplitude of the preceding saccade. Fur-
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thermore, when the stimulation-evoked
saccade followed the
initial visually guided saccade with increasing delay, the
magnitude of this amplitude interaction decreased exponentially with a time constant of -45 ms. Therefore, despite
the fixed locus of collicular activity and the fixed desired
displacement signals elicited by collicular stimulation, it was
as if the motor error signal at either the vertical or horizontal
comparator were systematically
altered downstream
from
the SC.
The same experimental paradigm has been exploited in
the present study to manipulate the amplitude of one component of stimulation-evoked
saccades over a wide range while
maintaining a constant amplitude in the other (Nichols and
Sparks 1994). Under the displacement model interpretation,
the controller for the constant-amplitude
component always
receives the same desired displacement input from the SC,
and the EBNs operate on the same motor error signal. The
controller for the orthogonal component also receives the
same desired displacement signal each time the SC is stimulated. But the initial value of the motor error signal at the
comparator varies due to residual value on the feedback
integrator from the preceding saccade. Because the locus
and level of collicular activity is fixed for stimulation-evoked
saccades (see next section), the common source and crosscoupling accounts make different predictions in this paradigm. If the degree of component stretching in the constantamplitude component is mediated by the level of activity in
the orthogonal controller (as predicted by the cross-coupling
account), then saccades produced by this manipulation
should display appropriate stretching. If component stretching is mediated by collicular locus, then the constant-amplitude component of stimulation-evoked
saccades should not
display appropriate component stretching.
Is collicular output jixed for electrical
particular SC sites?

stimulation

at

Successful interpretation of the present results depends
neither on the theoretical interpretation of the results of Nichols and Sparks ( 1994, 1995), nor on the particular implementation of either the common source or the cross-coupling
accounts of component stretching. It does not even depend
on the collicular output being absolutely fixed from one
stimulation-evoked
saccade to the next. Interpretation does
depend on an answer to the following question: could residual effects from visually guided saccades have changed the
locus or level of stimulation-induced
activity in a way that
could explain the systematic peak velocity and duration effects in the constant-amplitude
component? As stated in the
INTRODUCTION,
the overall level of collicular activity influences peak velocity. And, according to the common source
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hypothesis, changes in collicular locus will produce changes
in peak velocity of the constant-amplitude
component. Although both the site and the parameters of electrical stimulation were fixed for each experimental session, it is possible
that the collicular response to that stimulation was not constant. We consider two possible sources of variability in the
collicular response to the constant electrical stimulation:
low-level residual activity in the colliculus following initial
visually guided saccades, and refractoriness (or reduced excitability) of collicular cells following visually guided saccades. Because we did not measure collicular activity during
stimulation-evoked
saccades, these concerns must be addressed with less direct evidence.
First, there is some evidence that low-level collicular activity persists for a brief period after self-generated saccades
(Mays and Sparks 1980; Waitzman et al. 1991) . Consider
the possible effects of residual activity on the effective locus
of stimulation-induced
activity. The location in the SC map
of the residual activity that persists after visually guided
saccades will depend on the direction and amplitude of the
saccade that has just occurred. If such activity persists after
visually guided saccades in our paradigm, it could influence
the spatial distribution of activity in the collicular map during
stimulation-evoked
saccades, thus shifting the efective locus
away from the site of stimulation. Therefore we must consider whether such shifts could account for the component
stretching effects we observed in stimulation-evoked
saccades.
In general, when two sites in the collicular map are active
during a saccade (whether due to electrical stimulation or
not), the horizontal and vertical amplitudes of the resulting
saccade are intermediate between the metrics specified by
each site (Robinson 1972; Schiller and Sandell 1983; Schiller and Stryker 1972; Sparks and Mays 1983). It is as if the
horizontal and vertical desired displacements for the two
sites were averaged, and the efective collicular locus were
shifted to a site intermediate between the two active sites.
Furthermore, the contribution of each site to the vector average is weighted by the level of activity at that site (Glimcher
and Sparks 1993; Robinson 1972; Sparks and Mays 1983).
Low-level
activity at one site only weakly influences the
metrics of the saccade specified by vigorous activity at another site (Glimcher and Sparks 1993).
Consider a collicular site normally specifying a desired
displacement vector with a 10’ rightward
component and
a 10” upward component. Suppose stimulation at this site
immediately follows a downward
visually guided saccade
(a typical condition in our paradigm). If low-level residual
activity at the site that produced the initial downward movement were averaged with activity at the stimulation site, the
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1.

Componentstretching in stimulation-evokedsaccades

Site
T17mr.95 (H)*
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Stimulation,
deg
8.2 5 0.7
3.4 t 0.5
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T22mr.95 (H)

6.6
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t:
t

0.3
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14.8
4.3
5.4
7.9
6.4
4.3
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iz 0.6
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t 0.4
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2 0.4
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t

0.4

11.0 t 0.6
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t
t
2
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0.5
0.4
0.4
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t
rt
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H amp7
deg
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3.4
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6.2
2.9
3.3
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-13.7
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k
t
t
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5

2
t
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0.4
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0.3
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0.3
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0.2
0.2

0.5
0.4
0.2
0.2

t 1.0

t 0.9
t 0.2
2 0.4
t 0.2
t 0.3
t 0.4
t 0.4
t 1.4
t 0.4
t 0.2
t 0.3
t 0.4
?I 0.7
2 0.3
t 0.3
t 0.8
t 0.6
z!I0.3
t: 0.3
IL 0.3
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5 0.4
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t 0.4

&I, W/s
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t
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6.2 t 0.1

1.9 t 1.4
11.4 t 0.8
6.5
6.2
3.9
16.7
2.5
19.8
2.5

t
t
If:
t
t
t

0.4
0.4
0.9
0.7
0.9
0.9

t 1.0
12.6 t 0.4
7.1 t 0.6
7.2 t 0.4
0.4 t 0.6

11.8 & 0.7

Kel,&s/s
105.8 t 33.0
519.1 f: 44.3
209.5 t 24.7
187.9 t 23.0
236.5 t 87.4
645.1 t 26.3
309.2 t 24.3
273.8 t 25.1
212.2 t 46.1
734.1 t 29.8
103.3 t 42.3
512.9 t 40.6
96.6 t 34.2
596.6 t 29.1
92.0 5 48.5
723.8 t 13.8
618.9 t 31.1
569.3 t 18.2
65.1 2 31.8
612.4 t 37.6
327.8 t 13.3
301.6 t 13.5
70.9 -+ 28.9
752.3 t 24.3
383.2 t 22.9
356.7 t 21.7
131.5 t 69.3
534.4 t 42.2
362.6 k 15.7
338.4 t 13.2
118.0 t 72.5
592.8 k 32.6
386.4 5 22.9
322.0 t 23.2
186.9 t 47.8
686.8 t 27.8
134.0 t 30.4
739.3 t 20.8
136.3 Ir: 45.2
636.6 t 15.3
428.4 I~I 29.1
372.8 t 25.2
50.2 t 19.9
589.0 t 29.6

V,,,, ms
21.9
33.8
25.3
27.3
26.3
36.8
27.2
30.7
41.3
41.8
17.6
32.5
22.3
38.9
28.1
42.5
36.4
41.4
15.7
36.6
26.7
28.6
22.8
41.6
26.4
27.8
27.6
35.1
26.8
30.2
25.5
34.5
30.3
34.1
31.8
42.0
24.2
45.9
25.5
35.7
28.7
35.2

k 7.3
t 2.7
t 2.9
t 2.1
t 3.8
t 1.3
5 1.7
t 1.7
t 5.1
t 3.7
t 4.3
t 1.9
t 5.6
t 3.4
Z!I 9.4
Ifr 2.7
t 2.5
5 3.4
k 5.7
IL 3.9
t 1.9
t 2.4
5 5.4
5 1.3
t 1.2

+ 1.1
t
5
f.
5
Ir
t
t
IT
t
5
t
t
t
t
-I

3.1
1.9
1.3
1.5
2.7
1.5
1.6
4.6
2.6
2.3
7.8
2.3
4.2
1.5
1.9

t 1.8
21.4 t 5.8
35.2 t 1.8

Values are means t SD. Summary of the data for stimulation-evoked saccades from all collicular sites, providing information similar to that in Fig.
7, D and H. Each row in the table contains data from a single stimulation site. The constant-amplitude component is indicated (H or V) after the site
designation. At some sites, both horizontal and vertical data sets were collected, and are presented in consecutive rows. In Control Stimulation, the mean
, horizontal and vertical amplitudes are given for stimulation-evoked movements produced on Control Stimulatin trials. These values indicate the location
of the stimulation site in the collicular map. For each data set, 2 groups of movements were selected for which the amplitudes in 1 component were
nearly constant, whereas the amplitudes in the orthogonal component were disparate (see METHODS for details). The mean amplitude, peak velocity, and
duration for the horizontal and vertical components of each group are displayed. If the horizontal component was fixed, those values are in bold, and
vice versa. In all data sets the mean amplitude of the constant-amplitude component for the 2 groups of saccades differed by <0.8”. In 20 of 22 data
sets, the mean amplitudes differed by ~0.5”. * P = 0.05.

resulting vector would be intermediate between the two. In
other words, both the upward and rightward amplitudes of
the stimulation-evoked movement would be reduced. However, our results show that under these conditions the amplitude of the horizontal component is unchanged and the amplitude of the vertical component increases. By the common
source account, a saccade can display appropriate component
stretching only if the effective locus corresponds to the metrics of the actual movement. Yet, the vector averaging phenomenon suggests that residual activity will shift the effec-

tive locus away from the appropriate locus, not toward it.
We conclude that even if weak averaging effects were present, those effects could not account for the component
stretching in stimulation-evoked
saccades.
Alternatively, cells that discharge for the initial downward
movement in the example above could become refractory,
or less excitable, during the subsequent stimulation-evoked
saccade. From a vector averaging perspective, reduced excitability in cells that normally would have responded to elec trical stimulation could shift the effective locus (Lee et al.
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FIG. 8. Stimulation-evoked saccades. A: same averaged movements as in Fig. 7A (site t08jn.95 ) . B : same averaged
movements as in Fig. 7C. Thinner trace is the averaged horizontal velocity trace for the nearly horizontal saccades in A
(designated H,) ; thicker traces are averaged horizontal and vertical instantaneous velocity traces for the oblique movements
presented in A (designated &, and V,) . Without stretching, the horizontal component would not have matched the duration
of the vertical component of the oblique saccades. C and D: same axes as in A and B, but for a different stimulation site
( site t04j1.95 ) .

1988) during stimulation-evoked
saccades. Such shifts in
the effective locus would be opposite to those produced by
elevated activity at the same location in the map. A number
of arguments make this explanation of the results implausible. First, it predicts amplitude effects on both components
of stimulation-evoked
saccades. In fact, however, the amplitude of one component in our paradigm was largely unchanged, whereas the amplitude of the other was changed
dramatically. Second, the metrics of the visually guided saccade often differed widely from those specified-by the stimulation site. Therefore the active population for the visually
guided saccade and the active population for the control
stimulation-evoked
saccade often were largely nonoverlapping. In the extreme, when a purely leftward visually guided
saccade is followed by stimulation at a site specifying a
rightward and upward movement, the rightward component
amplitude of the stimulation-evoked
saccade is increased.
Yet, because opposite colliculi produce these two movements, the active populations are entirely nonoverlapping.
Finally, the pattern of amplitude effects should be similar
to those produced when activity is reduced in a subset of
the active population by focal injection of lidocaine into the
collicular map (Lee et al. 1988). Yet, such a pattern was
not observed (Nichols and Sparks 1995). In summary, the

common source account can explain our results only if, despite the fixed site and parameters of stimulation, the effective locus of activity were shifted to the exact location in
the collicular motor map that normally codes the metrics of
the actual stimulation-evoked
saccade. Such a shift could
only occur if the stimulation-induced
excitation at the tip
of the electrode were completely overridden. That scenario
seems highly implausible.
Rather than shifting the effective locus of collicular activity, residual activity following visually guided saccades (regardless of their direction and amplitude) could elevate the
overall level of activity during subsequent stimulationevoked saccades. Such an elevation should only serve to
increase the peak velocity of the constant-amplitude component. Reduced excitability of collicular cells that normally
would have responded to electrical stimulation could diminish the overall level of collicular activity during stimulationevoked saccades. Such a reduction should only serve to reduce the peak velocity of the constant-amplitude component.
Yet, the peak velocity of the constant-amplitude component
in our data was neither uniformly increased nor uniformly
reduced. Rather, both peak velocity and duration were correlated with the size of the orthogonal component. Therefore
it seems extremely unlikely that either reduced excitability
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or residual activity could account for the observed systematic
variation of the peak velocity and duration of the constantamplitude component. We conclude that collicular locus and
level did not vary in the systematic way required in order
for common source models to account for our data, and
that collicular output was relatively constant for stimulationevoked saccades.
Common source models

Because the locus of collicular activity was at least
roughly constant in our paradigm, common source models
cannot account for our results. Several common source models have been proposed previously (Smit et al. 1990; Sparks
and Mays 1981,199O; Van Gisbergen et al. 1985; Van Opstal
and Kappen 1993). Like the scheme depicted in Fig. 2A,
most place the common source velocity signal in the SC.
However, in one model (Van Gisbergen et al. 1985), long
lead burst neurons (LLBNs) in the PPRF act as a vectorial
pulse generator. The rate of LLBN discharge codes the magnitude of the saccadic velocity vector, as computed from
vectorial motor error. The locus of activity in an array of
LLBNs codes the direction of the velocity vector: different
loci project with different synaptic weights to horizontal and
vertical EBNs. Thus the vectorial velocity signal is decomposed in a site-specific manner into horizontal and vertical
velocity signals. Although there is sparse evidence to support
this role for the LLBNs, the model may seem to elude our
experimental test of the common source account, because
the common source velocity signal does not emerge directly
from the SC. However, the site of activity in the putative
LLBN array is determined by the site of activity in the
collicular map; all sites that lie along an isodirection contour
in the collicular map project to the same site in the LLBN
place code. If the collicular site is fixed, then the active site
in the LLBN array will also be fixed. Therefore this model
is subject to the present experimental test. Subsequently, it
was suggested (Smit et al. 1990; Van Opstal and Kappen
1993) that sites in the SC motor map, rather than LLBNs,
could act as the vectorial pulse generator. Clearly, this version of the vectorial pulse-generator model is also subject
to our experimental test.
Becker and Jiirgens ( 1990) cited three aspects of their human
behavioral data that favor a cross-coupling approach over the
vectorial pulse-generator approach (Smit et al. 1990; Van Gisbergen et al. 1985). First, the accuracy of oblique saccades is
independent of their degree of curvature. Although designed
to account for straight oblique saccades, the vectorial pulsegenerator model can produce curved saccades if the responses
of horizontal and vertical EBNs to the vectorial pulse vary
independently of each other. But because the model does not
incorporate Robinson’s local feedback concept, such random
variability should also produce variability in accuracy, not just
curvature. Second, the offsets of the components of oblique
saccades are asynchronous. Yet, if the components are driven
by a single vectorial pulse, both components should end when
that common pulse ends. Finally, the time-to-peak velocity in
the components is asynchronous. Again, if component EBNs
are driven by a vectorial velocity pulse, then component peak
velocity should be synchronous. Becker and Jiirgens concluded
that cross-coupling separate horizontal and vertical local feed-
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back controllers provides a more parsimonious account of their
data (for details of their model, see Cross-coupling models).
Sparks and Mays ( 198 1, 1990) also proposed that a sitespecific decomposition of collicular activity could account
for component stretching. Sites encoding the same horizontal
desired displacement but different vertical displacements,
for example, could . project wi th different weights to a downstream site coding horizon tal velocity. The model il lustrated
in Fig. 2A is a specific implementation
of this general concept. However, it has a number of advantages over previous
co-&non source models. First, it explicitly incorporates local
feedback for controlling saccade amplitude. Second, because
it incorporates the local feedback concept in order to compensate-for variability in the performance of the horizontal
and vertical EBNs, the model can account for the independence of curvature and accuracy ( Becker and Jurgens 1990).
The h.orizontal and vertical co ntrollers will automatically
compensate for any initi .a1error in saccade trajectory to produce accurate endpo ints. Third, separate horizontal and vertical local feedback controllers enable the model to account
for asynchrony in the offset ti me of horizontal and vertical
components. Finally, random variability in the collicular influence on the gain of the horizontal and vertical EBN populations could account for asynchrony in the time-to-peak
velocity for the two components . Therefore this collicular
common source model survives the major criticisms that
Becker and Jurgens (1990) raised against vectorial pulse
generator models.
Nonetheless, the present data are incompatible with any
model in which the degree of component stretching is determined by the locus of activity in the collicul ar map. Despite
the fixed collicular output (locus and level) for stim .ulationevoked saccades, differential component stretching in the
constant-amplitude component was observed and was correlated with the amplitude of the orthogonal component. At all
stimulation sites tested, the extent of component stretching
depended on the actual metrics of the stimulation-evoked
saicade. Yet, the common source account requires that different collicular 1.oci be active to obtain different degrees of
component stretching. Therefore the common source account of component stretching should be rejected.
Cross-coupling models

Given that our data are generally consistent with the crosscoupling account, we must consider in greater detail how
cross-coupling might be accomplished. To explain the component stretching phenomenon, Grossman and Robinson
( 1988) suggested a relatively straightforward extension of
Robinson’s local feedback concept to two dimensions. They
proposed separate horizontal and vertical controllers and
simply allowed the burst in one population of EBNs to adjust
the gain with which the other population computes a velocity
command from motor error. For example, a burst from the
vertical EBNs (weighted by a subunity gain element, X) is
subtracted from the asymptotic burst rate, B,, of the horizontal EBN function. The burst rate of the horizontal EBNs
is still a saturating exponential function of motor error, but
the function is scaled down by the level of activity in the
vertical EBNs. Operating with reduced EBN gain, the horizontal controller automatically prolongs the duration of the
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slower horizontal component in order to achieve the desired
horizontal displacement. If X is set to the appropriate value
( -0.07)) the durations of the horizontal and vertical components of oblique saccades will be equal.
The primary drawback of this approach is that it predicts
slow oblique saccades when the component amplitudes are
equal (Becker and Jtirgens 1990; Grossman and Robinson
1988). Obviously, such saccades would have equal horizontal and vertical durations without any component stretching. Yet, both EBN populations in the model still inhibit each
other significantly, thus reducing vectorial peak velocity to
unrealistically low levels (Becker and Jtirgens 1990).
Becker and Jtirgens (1990) have conducted a rigorous
investigation of oblique saccades at the behavioral level in
humans. They conclude that a cross-coupling model provides
a more parsimonious account of their observations than does
a common source model. Having identified the drawback in
the Grossman and Robinson cross-coupling model, Becker
and Jtirgens proposed an alternative. Rather than scaling
EBN gain, their model scales the input to the EBNs: each
EBN population generates a velocity command from a combination of both horizontal and vertical motor error. The
component amplitudes of oblique saccades are not affected
by this manipulation, because the motor error signal reaching
each population of EBNs is altered after it has already
emerged from the corresponding comparator. Among other
advantages, this model produces more realistic peak velocities for oblique saccades with equal component amplitudes
than does the Grossman and Robinson model.
Our experimental approach was not designed to distinguish between these two cross-coupling models. The present
results are generally consistent with either. However, in defense of the Grossman and Robinson approach, horizontal
and vertical EBNs could be cross-coupled so that 45O oblique
saccades are not unrealistically slowed. Each EBN population might only begin to influence the gain of the other
once the discharge rate of the first exceeds a threshold. For
example, the gain of each EBN population could be scaled
not by the burst from the other population, but by the &#erence in the bursts of the two populations. Thus the gain of
the horizontal EBNs would be scaled down only if the burst
rate in the vertical EBNs exceeded that of horizontal EBNs,
and vice versa. For 45O oblique saccades, no mutual inhibition would occur. One can imagine other variants of the
cross-coupling approach, as well: motor error from each
comparator could scale the gain of the orthogonal EBNs; or
the discharge rate from each population of EBNs could scale
the motor error input to the orthogonal EBNs. Based on
available evidence, it seems premature to eliminate any particular cross-coupling model.
A conceptual model of collicular
downstream controllers

interactions

with

Figure 9 displays a two-dimensional model (based on the
models in Figs. 1 B and 2B) of saccadic control that provides
a parsimonious account of four findings: the interactions
between visually guided and stimulation-evoked
saccades
observed by Nichols and Sparks ( 1995), the fact that the
amplitude of one component can be manipulated without
altering the amplitude of the other, the influence of the level
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of collicular activity on saccadic peak velocity, and the fact
that component stretching does not depend on collicular
locus.
The results of Nichols and Sparks ( 1995 ) are expected if
the saccadic controller operates in displacement coordinates
and feedback is derived from a displacement integrator that
is reset gradually after each saccade (Fig. 1A). If a new
saccadic command is injected before the integrator has been
reset, then residual value on the integrator will be subtracted
from the amplitude of the ensuing saccade. When the stimulation-induced desired displacement command (represented
as a positive value) is in the same direction as the initial
visually guided saccade (represented as a positive value by
the displacement integrator), the amplitude of the stimulation-evoked saccade will be reduced; when the initial visually guided movement is in the opposite direction (represented as a negative value by the displacement integrator),
the amplitude of the stimulation-evoked
saccade will be increased. This amplitude effect will gradually diminish as
the new command is injected later in the discharge period
of the integrator. For simplicity, Fig. 9 (within the dashed
boxes) shows only unidirectional
vertical and horizontal
controllers. The separate horizontal and vertical controllers
can easily account for the ability to manipulate horizontal
and vertical amplitude independently (Nichols and Sparks
1994). The exponential resetting process is indicated for the
displacement integrators of both controllers.
The displacement model in Fig. 1A cannot account for
evidence that the level of activity in the SC systematically
influences saccadic velocity. In Fig. 1B and in Fig. 9, we
propose a conservative modification and extension of the
classic local feedback concept (Robinson 1975) in which
the colliculus influences saccadic peak velocity through interactions with a conventional local feedback controller. The
SC still provides the desired displacement reference signal
(coded by the locus of activity in the SC motor map) to a
downstream comparator, as was suggested by Jtirgens et al.
( 1981) and Sparks and Mays ( 1981). But in this model, the
level of collicular activity influences the gain of the EBNs.
More precisely, collicular level systematically influences the
asymptotic burst rate (B,) in the EBN exponential function,
B = B,( 1 - e-me’b ). High-level collicular activity signals a
high asymptotic burst rate; low-level collicular activity signals a low asymptotic burst rate. EBNs still compute the
instantaneous saccadic velocity command from a dynamic
motor error signal entirely downstream of the SC. And when
motor error at the comparator reaches zero, EBN discharge
ceases. But because collicular level influences EBN peak
discharge rate and EBN peak discharge rate determines saccadic peak velocity, collicular level also indirectly influences
peak velocity. Thus this model can at once account for collicular influence over saccadic peak velocity, and for the
bedrock finding that saccades evoked by collicular stimulation have fixed amplitudes even when the stimulation train
outlasts the movement (Robinson 1972).
There is precedent in the literature for allowing various
factors (although not the level of collicular activity) to influence EBN asymptotic burst rate. Van Gisbergen et al.
( 198 1) suggested that pathological slowing of saccades
might be accounted for if cell loss in the EBN population
resulted in lowering the asymptotic burst rate of the popula-
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9. Model of collicular interaction with a 2-dimensional saccadic controller. The horizontal and vertical controllers
(inside dashed boxes) are identical and are essentially the same as the controller in Fig. 1 B. Feedback to the comparator
(COMP) is provided by a displacement integrator (DI), which is reset to 0 exponentially after each saccade. A 2nd neural
integrator (NI) integrates a copy of the saccadic velocity command to provide the step of innervation to the motoneurons.
NI is not reset between saccades. The locus of activity in the collicular map provides the desired displacement reference
signals to the horizontal and vertical comparators. The level of collicular activity systematically influences the asymptotic
burst rate (B,) in the exponential function of EBN burst rate (B) vs. motor error (ME). However, collicular locus does not
determine the ratio of horizontal and vertical asymptotic burst rates in order to achieve component stretching. Rather, each
collicular locus signals a uniform asymptotic burst rate for both horizontal and vertical EBNs. The ratio of horizontal and
vertical EBN discharge is determined by as yet unknown interactions (designated Cross-Coupling Mechanism) between the
horizontal and vertical controllers.
FIG.

tion. To account for component stretching, Grossman and
Robinson ( 1988) proposed that the burst in one EBN population modulates the asymptotic burst rate of the other EBN
population. Tweed and Vifis ( 1985) also suggested that EBN
gain could be modulated according to saccade direction,
although they did not specify a neural basis. We propose
that collicular level systematically influences EBN asymptotic burst rate, although not to the exclusion of other factors.
In addition to accounting for collicular influence over saccadic peak velocity, this scheme provides a useful theoretical
context in which to discuss the results of this study and the

neural basis of component stretching. Suppose that collicular
influence over the gain of horizontal and vertical EBNs depends not just on the level of activity within the SC, but also
on the relative weights with which the active site projects to
horizontal and vertical EBN populations (as in Fig. 2A).
Different sites falling along an isohorizontal amplitude contour in the SC, for example, could signal different gains to
the horizontal EBNs, depending on the vertical component
amplitude coded by each site. In that case, not only would
collicular level influence the gains of the horizontal and
vertical EBNs, but it would do so differentially depending
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on locus. In short, collicular locus would determine the degree of component stretching.
Alternatively, all collicular loci could signal uniform gain
(i.e., a gain ratio of 1) to the vertical and the horizontal
EBNs, and component stretching could be accomplished by
interactions between horizontal and vertical premotor circuitry
downstream of the SC (as in Fig. 223). According to that
hypothesis, the level of collicular activity systematically influences the magnitude of the saccadic velocity vector, but
locus does not determine the precise direction of that vector.
Rather, interactions between component controllers determine
the precise direction of the velocity vector. The present data
are inconsistent with the first (common source) hypothesis,
but are consistent with the second (cross-coupling) hypothesis. The locus of collicular activity does not mediate the component stretching phenomenon, although collicular level does
influence EBN asymptotic burst rate (Figs. 2B and 9).
Figure 9 summarizes these theoretical considerations in a
single model. The controller operates in displacement coordinates (Jurgens et al. 198 1; Nichols and Sparks 1995))
and the feedback displacement integrator is gradually reset
between saccades (Nichols and Sparks 1995). Collicular
level influences the magnitude of saccadic peak velocity by
signaling the gain (or asymptotic burst rate) of horizontal
and vertical EBNs. Thus the model incorporates a novel
approach to account for the influence of collicular level over
saccadic peak velocity, while maintaining
separate horizontal and vertical local feedback controllers downstream
from the SC (Grossman and Robinson 1988). Finally, collicular locus does not determine the ratio of horizontal and
vertical gains. Rather, all collicular loci signal a uniform
gain to the horizontal and vertical EBNs3. Thus the model
also accounts for the ability to influence the magnitude of the
saccadic velocity vector with the level of collicular activity
without encoding the precise direction of the velocity vector
(i.e., the precise ratio of horizontal and vertical velocities)
with the locus of activity. The appropriate ratio of EBN
discharge (and of horizontal and vertical velocities) is determined by interactions between the horizontal and vertical
controllers. However, as previously stated, the present results
do not distinguish among possible cross-coupling schemes
(hence, the generic label, Cross-Coupling Mechanism, in
Fig. 9). Additional studies are required to reveal the precise
neural mechanisms by which cross-coupling is achieved.
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